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Collective Voices 
Conversation and speaking with each other are activities that we engage in every day. 

We are wisest when we are together and can share our thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and 

query our own levels of understanding as we seek to make sense of a situation and our 

own experiences. In conversation we share anecdotes, humour, seek support, and share 

knowledge. We bring out the best in each other when we are relaxed, engaged, and 

giving our full attention to the other person 

or people that we are speaking with. It is 

through conversation that we connect with 

each other, that we spontaneously share 

ideas, inspire creativity, offer intelligence, 

solve problems, and realise that we all have 

insights that we can share. We recognise 

our contributions are valuable and that we 

as people are valued and accepted through 

what we have to say in conversation. 

The inception of this World Café Discovery Day was based on the belief that human 

beings in conversation with each other have a real opportunity to engage with complex 

conversation around areas that matter. When we are not afraid to talk about the things 

that matter most to us and are free to express our own truths without fear of reprisal or 

judgement, and where our contributions are not only welcomed but valued and trusted 

what can be achieved is limitless. World Café days provide us with an opportunity to talk 

together about things that matter most to us and provides as with an opportunity to feel 

heard, satisfied, to arrive at shared understandings and which gives deeper meaning to 

our experiences. Through such conversation we realise that we are not alone, we are 

validated, and we can feel a tremendous sense of belonging and integration. 

The opportunity to host a world Café discovery Day provides and provided a fantastic 

opportunity to acknowledge and say thanks to the practitioners and professionals who 

work tirelessly to support looked after children in schools. This event meant that those 

that work so hard to nurture and support children, young people, and adults, would be 

afforded an opportunity to be nurtured themselves. In days where budgets are limited, 

the creation of this space meant that people could relax in an environment free from 

technology, distractions and diversions and just be free to be themselves.  
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A wide and diverse range of people were invited to attend the world Café discovery Day. 

This was based on the truth that people work well together no matter who they are. The 

only shared criteria were the central question which people had been asked to gather 

together to discuss, and which was; 

People who were invited to join were sent information about the point and purpose of 

the World Café discovery Day along with broad parameters around what it was that was 

hoped to be discussed. This was purposefully kept as wide as possible as anything too 

specific could have led people’s thought processes down a narrower path and inhibited 

expectations. Appendix A details the information sent. 

Creating a Café 
Creating a café styled environment is purposeful and central to the design principles for 

creating a hospitable, welcoming and relaxing environment. The intention is that people 

feel safe to speak their minds and are psychologically safe to do so, that their personal 

comforts and human needs are met and cared for and that this space fosters and holds 

mutual respect. The skills of the facilitator in doing this and creating this environment are 

essential if people are to feel confident in 

exploring uninhibited conversations that count 

with others. 

Further core aims of the café day are to 

encourage everybody’s contribution, to cross 

pollinate and connect diverse experiences and 

perspectives, to listen together for patterns of 

thought, insights, stimulating deeper questions 

and to then harvest and share collective 

knowledge and discoveries together. When 

used together these simple combinations provide rich opportunities for fostering 

authentic conversation to create actionable knowledge. 
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The World Café Discovery Day hosted provided a very relaxed and informal environment 

with the physical space created to look just like a café, including gingham tablecloths 

made by myself, and with plenty of refreshments made available including drinks and 

different foods catering to different diets so that people could enjoy eating and drinking 

together at their leisure. Time was also purposefully set aside at the beginning of the day 

to allow people to arrive in good time and at their own pace, with 30 minutes being 

allocated to settle and relax prior to the café being opened. If you think about your own 

meetings with friends at a café this was the type of experience sought and echoed 

during this day. As with meetings with your friends, café conversations don’t want to be 

rushed as we just want to sit comfortably and enjoy the ambience, the conversation and 

company that we’re keeping. 

Thinking Together 
Of course, the primary purpose of the world Café is to 

provide a space where people can think together around a 

core question which leads to collective conversations 

around an issue of importance. Given the diversity of the 

group it was hoped that people would be able to share their 

thinking around systems that they worked within, and how 

at an organisational level children and young people who are 

looked after are being supported. It was also hoped that 

people would share their own stories and practices, both in 

terms of what they felt worked, what they felt did not work 

and what practitioners envisioned they may like to do 

differently. Beyond this it was very much a case of seeing 

what blossomed and bloomed from the naturally occurring 

conversations that people had together. 

The café seating arrangements were such that four people 

sat together at a table. Each table was covered with a large 

paper tablecloth and which was adorned with crayons, 

pencils, thinking dice and other art materials that people 

could use to draw, doodle and capture their conversations on. Movement in the room 

was created through people moving within the space. People were asked to leave their 

initial group discussion and to join a different table after a set period of time.  
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This process began with one member of the group remaining at the table and whose 

responsibility it was to explain to the next group who came to sit at their table what the 

previous conversations had been about, what the main ideas were and what the shared 

understanding was. I thought of these people as the harvesters whose role it was to 

gather up the initial seeds of the first collective conversation. The second group also had 

to nominate one person to stay at the table and whose role it was to share the 

conversational threads and points of convergence from the previous conversations. This 

was repeated for a third conversation at which point the process ended. At the end of 

this final conversation everyone had the opportunity to share their thoughts, feelings, 

and most importantly areas for action that they felt were important for schools to be 

aware of, to consider themselves to be trauma informed and attachment aware.  

The role of the graphic artist in this process was to capture in images the insights 

provided by the group (Appendix B). The role of the facilitator was to make sure 

everyone was happy and relaxed, to encourage discussion and to thread together and 

weave conversations which gave holistic reflections of the conversations that had taken. 

This was to ensure that there was an exploration of where shared listening, collaborative 

learning, and innovation happened. This was integral and important so that people were 

made explicitly and consciously aware of new ways where the connections in 

conversation had expanded knowledge base. 

The type of listening and reflection in a world cafe is different in practice to many other 

forms of group collaboration. A fundamental difference is the visual focus of attention 

and collective reflection which is directed to the graphic art being created as people 

speak. This approach balances dynamic engagement and mutual reflection. It also 

provides an opportunity for people to slow down in their thinking to reflect on their own 

discoveries as visual images of what is said are created dynamically. The primary purpose 

of the graphic art and the tablecloths are to make visible, document, and display 

collective knowledge. Within this people had the opportunity to take a tour around each 

other’s tables and to see how their own insights married with and expanded in the union 

with others. 
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Connecting the Conversations 
The topics of conversation which people recorded on 

their tablecloths were concerned with organisational 

systems and which had threads leading to training and 

knowledge of staff, systems and policies in schools, 

support for staff including supervision, support for 

foster carers and parents and the importance of 

working together (A full and verbatim text version of 

table cloth stories is given as Appendix C). Awareness of 

attachment and trauma in schools was fed back at the 

end of the event as a shared understanding of an area of 

importance; 

 “So that everybody in school has an awareness of what 

attachment and trauma looks like. What it might come out 

as; behavioural or personality or academically, whatever, and then it’s about how we might 

need to support that. So, what we actually do in school, what can we get outside of school 

and then obviously involving not just staff and children but also the parents in everything 

that we do, because obviously it’s okay.”   

The narrative then flowed 

into the need of staff to 

understand the function of 

behaviours; 

 “We talked about the fact 

that there are blockers along 

the way. We’ve got staff who 

might be blockers to 

understanding trauma and 

attachment needs and that’s 

a massive change I think 

that’s needed in mainstream 

school, particularly I think just having a look at dealing with behaviour. It is very rigid, very 

structured, and while I appreciate that there are rules and boundaries and consequences, we 

also need to be considering that there also lots of little adjustments that we make. We do it 

all the time without realising for some children. We don’t just say this is the chosen 
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behaviour and I don’t really think that anyone is choosing to behave like this and so it’s 

really important that we help staff to understand that and that it’s not personal about 

them.” 

“There are certain staff as well that have got the mentality that the child is naughty and are 

not willing to engage in any discussion around 

the fact that that child might be showing that 

behaviour for a reason, because that’s what 

behaviour is all about the end of the day.” 

A point of note was raised regarding the time 

for children and young people to go through 

a grieving process and that there is little 

recognition or support for this in schools, and 

little consideration given to how this may 

impact on a child or young person’s behaviour. 

“Staff may have attachment difficulties as well. Children grow up to become teachers, 

sometimes, but also, we talked about how if a member of staff suffers bereavement and 

ends up taking time off or there’s another significant event in their life, then they will take 

some time off.  The child doesn’t get the opportunity to do that and even the guidance is to 

keep them in school and keep things ticking over, but we don’t always give allowance to 

work through that.” 

“You can’t always be working at your 100% best when we’ve got issues. Some people still 

expect the children to work at academically, at their best, you know, when their life skills 

haven’t developed yet like ours have, and we still find it difficult. I think it’s understanding 

that colleagues and children, that everybody may be going through some sort of trauma or 

anything that could have an impact on them.” 

This triggered further contributions about the need for staff training, but more 

importantly the need for schools to evaluate their own staff needs before implementing 

actionable events in school and which related to staff well-being and supervision; 

“If you’re going to do training it starts with the staff and before any behaviour training, 

before any policy change that who you as a group of people, all of the things that we talked 

about, not what people can bring, what they can do, but what is their mental health? 

What’s your own losses? What’s your own trauma? What’s your own strengths? What’s 

your resilience as a school, as a school community, as professionals working together and 
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then build it out from there as opposed to tagging it on the end. Or as opposed to that, it 

suddenly raising its head inadvertently because you’ve done a bit of other training on that. I 

think that if all schools started from that it would be a very brave thing to do, and not 

everyone would do it, but actually if that’s going to be seriously embedded you know 

everybody’s working from the same, so start from there. So, start with the staff because I 

think the training is we’re so used to ‘well we are here for the kids’, but actually what we’re 

talking about now, you can’t wing this, well actually you can try, but it’s exhausting, because 

we are human.” 

“You need to have the support mechanisms in place for staff as well. Because if you’re going 

to be dealing with trauma there is an emotional impact on yourself because you absorb a 

certain amount of what happens to the child. So, you need to have the support mechanisms 

within school whereby those people who have been supporting a child have a place to go. 

And to talk to, with an open-door policy, or a buddy system in place, or there is that culture 

of ‘we go and share with a safe person’ when we’ve been dealing with something difficult.” 

Further to this, the group shared they felt that it was important to give permission to 

staff to acknowledge that certain circumstances can be stressful, and they don’t have to 

manage everything on their own. This is of course reliant on senior management teams 

placing value on staff well-being and in providing mechanisms of support. It was 

acknowledged that in larger secondary high schools this can be more difficult, but an 

excellent point was raised that a 50-minute debriefing at the end of each week could be 

incredibly valuable to staff and provide a platform for them to share experiences with 

each other. One person shared their experiences of debriefing and said; 

“Our staff briefings, it’s like a release, if we had a very intense day and it’s about what’s 

gone well and what’s not gone so well. Sharing practice actually, you saying something has 

not gone well with this class and someone else agrees that they haven’t had a great day, it’s 

like ‘thank goodness it’s not just me!’ So yes, we find that... well it’s part of our actual day.” 

This point was picked up and it was voiced that schools are beginning to move in the 

right direction with an increased awareness of mental health, mindfulness, and other 

well-being practices. This was felt to encompass not only children but also the well-being 

of staff and adults. Within this one person spoke about the importance of the school 

environment for its staff members, sharing the view that staffrooms should be visually 

pleasing and welcoming spaces and provide an opportunity for staff to reconnect with 

each other, to support each other and provide relief through humour and conversation. 
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While speaking about whole school approaches the concept of an attachment aware 

governing body was also raised; 

“We’ve been talking about recruitment, we’ve been talking about behaviour policy, we’ve 

been talking about all sorts of different things that support the school and staff, but actually 

perhaps we ought to be making sure that the first people that we train are the governors. 

Because actually the governors are the ones who are going to determine the policy, the 

governors are the ones who are going to be doing interviews along with teachers, governors 

are also the ones who you are going to have your parent governors as part of the governing 

body and it’s a very powerful process to actually train your governors as an attachment 

aware governing body to enable them to feed that process into every policy that they then 

decide to put into the school. They are also the ones who are going to decide where the 

money is spent to a certain degree. So, if we’re saying we haven’t got enough time that’s a 

governor responsibility to make sure you have enough time. If they aren’t trained to do 

attachment and trauma and understand attachment and trauma then they are not going to 

understand why you need this time, they are not going to understand why and make sure 

that you’ve got enough staff to support you in this process. So, when we are talking about 

all school staff being trained this includes all the governing body that will then help you to 

formulate your policies, formulate your staffing structure and making sure that all of you 

have training.” 

Conversational sharing that followed this point were concerned with demystifying some 

of the language and concepts surrounding attachment and trauma and which it was 

thought could be unfamiliar to staff and may consequently prevent them offering 

support. This then evolved into the group sharing their understanding about the 

importance of relational care practices and 

the fact that whether we are teachers or 

not, we all have relationships with each 

other. This was felt to be the essence of a 

trauma informed and attachment aware 

school.  

 It was shared by example that much of 

what schools could offer were common 

sense approaches to supporting looked 

after children. This didn’t necessarily need to 

be anything complex but was more 
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concerned with the little things that people can and already do that make a difference to 

children and young people. An example given was simply making children young people 

feel welcome at the beginning of the day, taking an interest in them by asking questions, 

commenting on anything positive, and supporting positive endings when children were 

leaving a setting, classroom, or teacher, to let the child know they are thought of 

positively and that they are kept in mind.  

As the facilitator I drew attention back to the image of the tree, which acted as a 

metaphor for well-being and the blossoming of whole school communities, because 

what we put into the root system, in the form of policies, structures, systems and 

practices has influence on whether the tree, or in this case the school community, is 

thriving, or simply surviving. This prompted further discussion about emotional literacy 

and understanding emotions and how this links to behaviours as an expression of 

distress. The limited cognitive capacity of younger primary aged children to name and 

label their feelings was shared, along with the need to support the development of 

emotional awareness for children to be able to begin to move towards emotional 

regulation. 

“Schools that are trauma informed and attachment 

aware, is that they have very strong and overt 

coaching and teaching of emotional 

understanding.” 

“We make assumptions as to what very basic 

language children understand. What you do you 

feel? They don’t even know what the word feel 

means. What do you understand? I don’t know 

what understand means. We make assumptions as 

to what. So, we were just chatting about the 

physiological sensory integration bit which is so 

important. It’s really, really, important to this. 

Maybe I’m to go back to sharp, soft, smooth, just get that really basic language before you 

ask them about the emotional bit.” 

This lead to further sharing of specific practices, strategies, and interventions and which 

included ‘wondering out loud’ by stating what could be seen by the adult in terms of 
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facial expression and body posture, and 

which shares overtones with Emotion 

Coaching and Relax Kids (Taming Your 

Monsters) and which is based on 

mindfulness techniques. Other shared ideas 

included using the child’s language to 

describe feelings and labelling them with 

their own words, and for older children, an 

emotional toolbox with different resources 

within them. SEAL lessons were also 

discussed by one group member as a whole 

school strategy. This had a starting point on 

a Monday morning to provide a space for children to share their experiences of the 

weekend, and at the end of the week on a Friday to provide a space to prepare children 

for the weekend ahead. This was said to make a difference throughout the remainder of 

the week in school and was attributed to the fact that children recognised they are not 

alone in their experiences, were able to share and which built resilience, and that they 

recognised that other children also felt the same as they did. 

In concluding the café, it was collectively agreed that we need to acknowledge the many 

different forms of loss that children and young people in care can experience, including 

loss of love, loss of care, separation, grief, the lack of compassionate touch in schools 

and the fact that teachers are generally afraid to hug and touch children and young 

people, even if their instinct as human beings is to meet that need by providing physical 

comfort.  

A final point was about integrating 

the whole person and accepting that 

we are all different, but those 

differences make us unique. This 

reminded me of the Japanese art of 

Kintsugi; the art of precious scars. In 

this philosophy, when a vase or 

object is broken, it is repaired and the 

joins, or scars, are painted over in 

gold. Each pot is unique and beautiful 
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in its own right and the scars are integral to the beauty of that piece, just like the children 

and young people we work with.  

A final thought is the unsaid, which during this World Café Discovery Day was noted to 

be an absence of thinking about the importance of friendships and peer groups, and that 

of the conversations heard and shared, this was not a central feature of human 

relationships that was discussed. There is a huge range of research in the area of 

friendships, its qualities, its benefits and the consequences if friendships fail to develop 

in early childhood. Nearly all the research highlights the long term benefits of 

friendships, mainly contributing to the psychological, emotional and physical wellbeing 

of individuals. The research evidence also highlights peer relationships contributing to 

the social and cognitive development of young children and we know that social skills 

don’t develop in isolation and that we learn from each other. Marginalised and excluded 

children and young people are incredibly vulnerable, and for children in care, friendships 

are one of the losses most often spoken of by them. There is huge therapeutic power in 

having trusting and connected relationships, but perhaps we forget that the source of 

this relationship doesn’t have to be and shouldn’t always be with adults. Strength and 

resilience are drawn from friendship, and friendships are a normal part of being a child 

and growing up. In my experience, adolescents who are more independent and have 

greater freedom than younger children, go to extraordinary lengths to maintain 

friendships from previous placements. Perhaps we should be thinking more about 

supporting the development of friendships, after all; 

“Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another: 

‘What! You too? I thought I was the only one.” (C.S. Lewis) 
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 WORLD CAFÉ DISCOVERY DAY INFORMATION 

 
 
The purpose of this document is to let you know about the World Café Discovery Day and to 
gain your informed consent when you reserve your place online. Before you book your place, it 
is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve.  
Please read the following key information carefully.  Please ask if there is anything that is not 
clear to you or if you would like more information.   
 

What is the purpose of the study? 

We want to invite you to share in relaxed and informal conversations, to spend time being with 
others, sharing your experiences and knowledge in a café styled environment. The most 
important conversations we have are often informal and spontaneous, with conversation 
sparking conversation. The seeds of thought that germinate are often cross pollinated by the 
ideas and infusions from others and this is what we would like to explore with you; the 
collaborative weave and flow of natural conversation. We are curious about where it converges 
and eventually emerges with a sense of what really matters to us. During the morning we will 
share dialogue, coffee, food, laughter, learning, knowledge, experiences, and drawings. Each 
café table will have its own paper cloth to harvest conversational headlines and there will also 
be a graphic recorder who will draw out our collective thinking. We are specifically exploring the 
well-being of children and young people in education as it sits within the wider relational 
contexts of social, emotional, and mental health needs, and attachment and trauma. 

 
Why have I been chosen? 

You have been asked to take part because you have identified yourself as someone who would 
value this way of working with others to collaboratively explore within our café community, the 
wide relational contexts of social, emotional, and mental health needs and attachment and 
trauma. 
 

Do I have to take part? 

If it is up to you to decide whether to take part and there is no obligation to do so.  If you decide 
to take part, you are given this information to keep.  You will then be asked to sign an online 

SUMMIT PSYCHOLOGY SERVICES  
BRAMPTON HOUSE 

10 QUEEN STREET 
NEWCASTLE 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
ST5 1ED 

 
enquiries@summitpsychologyservices.co.uk 

Tel: 07341 885 755 

 
 
 

www.summitpsychologyservices.co.uk 
 

mailto:enquiries@summitpsychologyservices.co.uk
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consent form which is attached to your reservation. You are free to withdraw at any time 
without any negative consequence and without giving a reason, all we ask is that you give us at 
least two weeks’ notice if you are not able to attend so that we can re-plan reservations.  
 

What will happen if I take part? 

It is hoped that this will be a fun, informed and enlivening experience. Please plan to stay for the 
whole café Discovery Day which will be approximately 3 hours. We will be welcoming you on 15th 
June 2018, for 9.30am and will start at 10.00am. The beautiful venue is at Summit Hospitality, 
The Brampton, Newcastle-Under-Lyme.  
 
We will be graphically recording café conversations and retaining the visual harvests created by 
our café community. These may be photographed. With your consent, we may also ask if we can 
take photographs of the café community during the event. We will be video recording the 
plenary as we conclude what matters to us most in the final harvest of the day. 
 
Your participation will be visible to others as others will be with you on the day. We would also 
love to credit people for their contributions. How we do this is your choice which could be in full 
name, initials, role, and position held, or by organisation. You may also choose to remain 
anonymous.  
 
By participating in the discovery day, you give your consent for us to quote contributions. We 
reserve the right to choose what does and does not go in the research paper, to edit the length 
of quotes for clarity and to select specific quotes. 
 

The following points are important for you to keep in mind: 

 

• Your participation is entirely voluntary 

• You may decline to withdraw from the study at any time, but we do request you 
endeavour to notify the researcher two weeks before the event to allow for re-planning 

• All information and media will be handled and stored in accordance with the 
requirements of Data Protection laws.   

• All information will be destroyed five years after the research is completed.   

• Following the study, information gathered may be sent for publication in a professional 
journal and may also be presented at conferences.   

• Details about the contributors who were part of the café community will be credited 
unless you choose to remain anonymous 

• Your only complete the consent form once.  

• Reserving your place at the World Café Discovery Day will require your consent and once 
completed you are registered to participate  

 

What if something goes wrong? 

The researcher is not aware of any complications or risks that could arise from you taking part in 
this café event. Perhaps there may be a feeling of disappointment if café community members 
are not quoted, but were that the case, you will have already made contributions to 
conversations and those will be credited. It is possible that if you don’t enjoy high levels of 
enthusiasm, this may be a risk, but if that is the case, you may withdraw on the day at the end of 
a round. See below. 
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Withdrawing on the Day 

If you do need to leave on the day, please do so at the end of a round and not part way through. 
You can send a text message so that we know you have left and that you are safe. 
 

What happens when the research study stops? 

The harvest from the day will be used to support Staffordshire’s Virtual School to help in their 
development of supporting educational settings knowledge, skills, and practices.  The findings 
may be sent for publication in a professional journal and may be presented at conferences. 
There will be a final report which you can request once completed. You may also be contacted 
to share your story and experiences of the event with others. 
 
It is hoped that participating will encourage each of us to continue our conversation with each 
other and to share them with others who did not attend. It is also hoped this could be the 
beginning of an ongoing discovery dialogue which centres on our collective learning with a view 
to convening again for a World Café Discovery Day. 
 

 
Further information 

If you wish to contact someone for further information regarding this research you can contact 
the funding organisation and the lead researcher, details as below: 
 
 
Sarah Rivers 
Headteacher Virtual School for Looked After 
Children 
Staffordshire Place 2 
Tipping Street 
Stafford 
ST16 2DH 
  
Tel: 01785 278941 
 
Email: sarah.rivers@staffordshire.gov.uk 
 
 
 
 

 

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO READ THIS INFORMATION 
 

 

 

Dr Dawn Bradley  
 Summit Psychology Service 

Brampton House 
10 Queen Street 

Newcastle 
Staffordshire 

ST5 1ED 
 

Tel: 07341 885 755 
 

Email: enquiries@summitpsychologyservices.co.u.uk 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C
KEY* The Coloured Text Corresponds to Each Table Cloth as 

Completed at Each Table 

Organisational Systems 
Training and Knowledge 
Every single member of staff needs to be: 

• attachment in education trained 

• singing from the same hymn sheet 

• have a shared understanding of early trauma 

• staff recognise what trauma looks like 

• staff recognise what trauma does to the body 

Staff training. Trauma and attachment should be statutory. 

Know different attachment styles and environments - learning and 

behaviour. Trauma or find the right environment. 

“Trauma informed? What is this?” All/majority of children in school? 

CIN and CIC/LAC. 

How much do people actually take in in whole school training? But 

needs embedding/consider individual focus for staff to try 

out/follow-up measures. Impact. Can be difficult closing the gap. 

Multiple losses in many different ways. Trauma can affect anyone, 

anywhere-not just related to children in care. 

Access training/resilience model/hope session/sign up to release 

somebody. 

Staff training – confidence - feel powerful. 

Trauma informed training should be statutory. Before behaviour. 

Access to professional support and advice/parenting/medical etc. 

Access to professional support and services when you are stuck. 

Understand fight, flight, freeze. Have a safe place to go. 

Know the research. Keep informed! 

School atmosphere-welcome/training at different levels/including 

parents/HT. 

School leadership commit and value training. Whole school training. 

Core values of attachment aware school. Where is the school against 

values delivery and impact? Measuring impact. Case studies. 

Systems and Policy 

Change behaviour rules and policies. Not set up for LAC/ previously 

looked after children to fail. Individualised to certain rules per child. 
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Governing body awareness i.e. they buy in. Change exclusions. 

Governors never exclude vulnerable children: Explore what can be 

done differently. 

Reasonable adjustments. 

Need to adjust your offer e.g. behaviour policy to meet needs of 

individuals. 

OFSTED? Example: ballet theatre doesn’t really equate to 

experiences of our looked after children. Just underbid for funding 

for extra teacher TA time for year 6 cohorts/transition. 

Teamwork - whole school approach. What is out there?? 

Time to build partnerships of people/professionals involved with 

child e.g. foster carers/social workers etc. communicate regularly. 

Information sharing. 

Responsibility: family/ school /friends /medical. 

Plan in-debrief at the end of the day with staff. 

Silent child. Inclusion hubs! Trauma. SENDCo - communication. 

Treehouse - Inclusion in primary. 

Staff interviews: Scenarios/how child centre responses/how they 

interact/how they make interview feel/walk and talk/ask right 

questions. 

Staff recruitment processes / scenario - discussion. 

Staff recruitment 

Recruitment of staff 

Support for Staff, Supervision, and Support for Foster Carers/ Parents 

Stress onto teacher about achievement. 

Family loss. Open door policy.  

Foster carers receive support to recognise secondary trauma in 

themselves and get support.  

Working with parents and carer. Sharing understanding. Workshops. 

Coffee mornings. School ethos. Primary schools a better 

understanding -attachment issues in secondary schools.  

Support mechanisms for carers - example adopted carers. 

Understand story of the young people and their childhood 

experiences. Relationships with parents/carers. Pregnancy and 

beyond. 

Asking service users what they need. Parents/carers. Good 

relationships. Consistent. Information sharing. There are limits.  

Primary - strong relationship with parents. 

Education - parents/reshaping thinking. 

Supervision:  

Develop a culture of supervision and staff well-being essential. 
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Staff secondary trauma. Have meetings and revisit over and over. 

Support their emotional needs so they’re not ill.  

Staff nurture and are nurtured. 

Parents drop off - Empathise with parents when the child is 

distressed. Suggest small objects to bring from home to school in 

pocket. Same with teacher - leaves temporarily - look after an item 

for the person. 

Staff may have attachment difficulties too! At any point e.g., 

bereavement. 

Help staff to self-regulate and be reflective. Daily debrief. Staff 

support. Okay to share needs some structure. Learn from each 

other. 

Practice 
Working with LAC 

Emotion Coaching. 

Relax Kids. 

Use a Boxall profile-focusing on different strands. 

5 to thrive/ watch ‘Inside Out’ video 

Toolbox - help regulate emotions. 

Clarity and boundaries/structure. Boundaries are safe. 

All staff skilled to support children / to know their feelings and see 

supporting them - self-regulate - past the educational role. 

Children have a toolbox to manage their feelings. 

What are the triggers? Watch - creative ways to support – divert 

attention. 

Picking battles with students-walking away/ better person/ de-

escalation/ restorative justice. 

Lego therapy/resources/Lego box/pop-up tent/safe spaces - What 

Works? /Family and friends – feature the child. 

Homework: Actually, check it’s written down in the looked after 

child’s book. Look/or/sticker it in/right it. Agree what will happen if 

homework is not done with carers. Sometimes impossible! 

Staff like swans - unquestionable in their control but not directive - 

paddling furiously underneath. Don’t show shock whatever children 

do. Show that it is not the end of the world. Interact with children 

holistically. Always welcoming to each child. 

Development related level games and activities - not age-related. 

Adverse childhood experiences - Don’t do the behaviour tree in the 

classroom with stars for good behaviour! How would you like it! If 

you had the same in the staffroom? 

Be aware of triggers – Smells/ items/ words/ visual triggers. Walk of 

shame back into the class after being sent – NO! 5 to thrive. 
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Faces with emotions. (Especially high school). Understand the 

developmental gaps and experience. 

Each child as an individual still in their trauma and attachment needs 

need individual work. 

Nurture class. Emotion trees. How do you feel? Nurture group. 

Choose your battles! 

Staff feeling confident to get it wrong and learn how to do this 

better. 

Loss. Flexibility. Open door policy. Your body remembers trauma. 

Normality for child. Lack of emotional understanding. 

Communication systems are vital (high school lots of teachers). 

Systems to ensure staff know – info - but not all. Fact or fiction? 

Attention. 

Wonder out loud you look smiley! Tell me what’s inside your head? 

Young children more difficult to explain feelings. Has impact on 

emotional integration.  

Time to deal with the behaviour. Emotional regulation. Consistency. 

Find time to praise positives. 

Support planning - behaviours displayed. Age of child. Identification - 

signs understanding /kindness /tolerance. 

Listen / observe.  

Pastoral care. 

Recognise poor behaviour may not be a choice! Causes of trauma 

and attachment. Emotions body remembers trauma feelings. Family 

loss disability relationships. 

Giving child time to explain what needs they have. PSHE. Relax Kids.  

Saves time in the long run.  

Value skills, experience and starting point of all the staff in the 

school/include all staff/lunchtime/caretakers etc.  

Transitions 

Positive endings cards from any significant relationship. TA is 

moving/teacher moving/ Class moving/ Transitions/ School 

transitions/ Any transitions. Describing ½ happy memory with that 

child and adult alongside wishing them success. 

Transition/more joined up thinking. 
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WORLD CAFÉ DISCOVERY DAY EVENT EVALUATION 
World Café People (n=15) 

 

Feedback Evaluation 

 

If you answered yes, please give an example: 
 

o Will endeavour to make staff, parents, and carers more trauma informed and attachment  
aware.  

o Will work on developing the emotional literacy of our students. 
o Governor briefings, impact assessments 
o Looking at the use of PSHE in school and Emotional Literacy/ELSA.  
o I would like to set up a working group to look at how we can improve our Understanding 

of our pupils needs and plan for better support. Focus on the CPD and input of staff as a 
priority 

Role

Headteacher Deputy Headteacher SENDCo

LAC Support Well-being support Virtual School

Psychologists Foster Carers
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o Check behaviour policy, use different resources (regulation zones) 
o Explore developing a standard for schools using the information collated on the day 

What was your motivation to the attend the Discovery Day? 
 

o Interested in making school more attachment aware. 
o To learn from others, and make professional connections 
o To help contribute to what a trauma/attachment aware school would look like. To gain 

further ideas about how to develop our whole school approach.  
o To learn and understand more about attachment/trauma area of interest and I like the 

World Cafe approach  
o To share and gain more info on how a trauma and attachment aware school looks like 
o Commissioned the event 

If the Discovery Day was a colour, which colour would it be and 
why? 
 

o Blue, peaceful, enlightening, calm, productive. 
o Green. Green is my favourite colour and makes me smile when I think of it. It reminds me 

of many happy and positive experiences. 
o Yellow - it made me feel 'warm' in a sense that it confirmed what we are already doing is 

'correct' but also signified new growth/dawn in terms of where we could go next.  
o Yellow- because this is my happy colour and I felt happier after attending 
o Yellow 
o Rainbow colour, as it covered a vast spectrum 
o Green – optimistic, growth, nurturing 

What did you most enjoy? 
 

o Working with likeminded people. 
o Meeting everyone, discussions, and the summary of the day at the end 
o Being able to liaise with people I have never met before, learn about their settings, and 

gather additional ideas etc. Also, being in a room with a group of people all passionate 
about the same thing was very uplifting.  

o Listening to other thoughts and being able to talk freely about our concerns and 
supporting one another 

o Informal and relaxed nature 
o The atmosphere as it felt great to be with likeminded people 
o Engaging conversations with colleagues with a wide range of roles, backgrounds, 

experiences. The World café approach enabled focus on initial thoughts to be explored 
at a deeper level by revisiting and adding each time. 
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If the Discovery Day could be improved, what would you 
suggest? 
 

o More people 
o I don’t think it could be improved other than by extending it!  
o Nothing that you could do differently but attending with another member of staff from 

school too so that ideas could be 'bounced' around even if it was in the car on the way 
home!  

o Nothing  
o not anything to add really 
o More time? 
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Further feedback and comments 
 

o Thoroughly enjoyed the morning. Will share with others. Hugely positive learning 
experience. 

o I wasn't sure what to expect and I was out of my comfort zone, however I felt very 
quickly at ease and the organisation of the morning was fantastic. It gave us an 
opportunity to talk and listen. I really felt I had a better understanding on support and 
ways forward, but I also felt reassured that we are on the correct path as a school.  

o Being able to sit and talk with people in a similar position was lovely and although it was 
a structured event it felt very relaxed. Thanks again. 

o Absolutely loved it, made me feel more optimistic about the future! Great idea and great 
job Dawn! 

 


